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Therapy patients blackmailed for cash after
clinic data breach

Vastaamo, a large psychotherapy clinic in Finland has suffered a data
breach. It appears that they were contacted for a ransom payment,
but they refused. 300 records, including notes and conversations,
have already been published on the dark web, and individual patients
have been contacted by blackmailers. Read more here>

Massive Nitro data breach impacts Microsoft,
Google, Apple, more

The Nitro PDF service has suffered a major data breach. The service
allows users to create, edit, and sign digital documents and is often
used by well-known companies. Nitro claimed that this was a “low
impact security incident”, but according to cybersecurity firm Cyble a
threat actor is auctioning 1 TB of documents as well as a database of
70 million users, including names, addresses, and hashed passwords.
Read more here>

Zoom starts rolling out end-to-end encryption
for all users
Zoom is starting to roll out end-to-end encryption of calls for
both free and paid customers. Their messaging around this topic
has been unclear in the past. They received criticisms for claiming
to offer end-to-end encryption, but by that they meant clientto-server encryption (going against the standard accepted use
of the term). They then said they would offer actual end-to-end
encryption, but only to paid customers. This new announcement
may go some ways to undoing some of the bad press they have
received. Read more here>

Ryuk in 5 Hours

A forensics breakdown of a Ryuk ransomware attack has been
provided by The DFIR Report. They cover the tools and techniques
used from the initial phishing email to the complete compromise
of the organisation’s network (including backup servers). The attack
only took 5 hours, emphasising the need for quick response to
possible incursions. Read more here>

A massive spam attack is ruining public ‘Among
Us’ games
The massively popular online game, Among Us, is having a spam
problem. The small team of three developers are trying to fix the
bug that is causing messages to flood public games. Some of the
messages are threatening, some direct to sites offering cheats to
other games, and they also include a political message: “TRUMP
2020”. Read more here>

